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SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The principal information base for decisions on environmental

affairs is scientific data. These range from cause-and-effect

relationships of contaminants or changes in the enviroment to

innovations in technology for restoring and maintaining environ-

mental quality. Because of the comprehensive nature of environ-

mental problems, basic research from many disciplines is utilized.

In addition, a great deal of pollution control legislation specifically

authorizes a wide variety of applied research in order to set

standards and stimulate the development of pollution control technology.

Tables I and II demonstrate the wide diversity of funds for environ-

mental control research and development. The tables present selected

budget data from a goverment-wide survey by the Office of Manage-

ment and Budget in October, 1970. Categorization of scientific

activities is often difficult, and so the survey uses two definitions,

one directly concerned with pollution control and the other for

programs with other purposes but contributing to the solution of*

the problem.
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Table I

Research, Development and Demonstration
(including contracts and grants)

Obligations
-in millions-

FY 69 70 71

1. Where the primary purpose 253 251 277
is pollution control and
abatement

2.. For some other primary 77 81 84
purpose but contributes
to pollution control and
abatement. -

TOTAL 330 $ 332 $ 361
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Table II

Research, Development and Demonstration
(including grants & contracts)
1971 Obligations by Agency

-in millions-

AgencY or Department,

Agriculture

Commerce

Defense

HEW

Interior

Post Office

Transportation

AEC

GSA

NSF

TVA

NASA

Smithsonian

Primary

34.4

0.9

1.7

79.5

52.5

0.6

13.1

71.2

21.2

1.4

0.9

$277.4

Contributary

18.0

3.1

4.2

7.0

18.5

8.9

16.3

3 .7-

3.4

0.8

.

$83.9TOTAL
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Legislation

The science of ecology deals with the interrelationships of

organisms to their surroundings. This integrating discipline is

less than a hundred years old and the United States numbers only

a few thousand ecologists holding Ph.D degrees. Recently it has

been thrust into the forefront of environmental management. The

National Environmental Policy Act calls for all agencies to

"initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and

development of resource-oriented projects." The Council on

Environmental Quality, created by the Act, is directed "to conduct

investigations, studies, surveys, research, and analyses relating

to ecological systems and environmental quality." This function

has since been transferred to the Environmental Protection Agency

by Reorganization Plan No. 3. The impact of these statutory provisions

will be increased activity in ecology to strengthen this critical

science.

The International Biological Program is a long-range study of

base-line relationships in various ecosystems (e.g. arctic tundra,

grasslands) around the world. Legislation expressing the support of

Congress for this program was introduced and enacted. It demonstrates

Congressional concern for the development of fundamental data which

will assist in pollution control and other environmental quality

maintenance programs on an international level.
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nternational1Biological Pogram

House : H.J. Res. 589. Reported (No. 91-302) from
Committee on Science and Astronautics, June11, 1969. Passed House November 13, 1969.

Senate : H.J. Res. 589. Reported (91-1043) from
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, July 30,1970. Passed Senate, amended, August 3, 1970.House agreed to Senate amendments September
23, 1970

Approved: October 7, 1970. Public Law 91-438.

Another proposal enacted dealt with environmental hazards to health.
Title V of the 1970 Amendment to the Public Health Service Act directs
the President to ccammence a study and report to the Congress on
hazards to human health and safety created by environmental pollution,
medical assistance available when emergency levels are reached, and
measures other than pollution abatement to alleviate these effects.

1970 Amendments To The Public Health Service Act

House : H.R. 17570. Reported (91-1297) July 13, 1970
from Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.Passed House August 12, 1970.

Senate : S. 3355. Reported (No. 91-1090) August 11, 1970

Conference: Reported (No. 91-1590) October 8, 1970. Houseagreed October 13, 1970; Senate agreed October
14, 1970.

Approved: October 30, 1970. Public Law 91-515.

Legislative Proposals

Et .- The results of research and development
in the environmental sciences must be promptly disseminated to the
scientific community and to the decisonmaking process. The Committee
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on Scientific and Technical Information, of the Office of Science

Technology, initiated a Study of Environmental Quality Information

Programs (SBZUIP). This group examined existing Federally-funded

information centers as to their holdings of environmental data.

A directory was published in the transcript of hearings on an

Environmental Data Bank by the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries

Committee. These culminated in the reporting of a bill to establish

a National Environmental Data System by amendment to the National

Environmental Policy Act. The data bank was contemplated as a

"central national coordinating facility for the selection, storage,

analysis, retrieval, and dissemination of information, knowledge, and data

relating to the enviroment.n

Research Institutes.--A number of suggestions for the organization

of environmental research were considered during the 91st Congress.

A National Institute of Ecology is being developed under a grant

to the Ecological Society of America by the National Science Foundation.*

An entity of the same name was proposed as part of a larger reorgani-

zation of Federal science activities. The NIE is viewed as a long-

range multi-diciplinary basic research apparatus with a central

organization to coordinate the work of many laboratories."* It ould

* U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics, Subcommittee
on Science, Research and Development, 1971 National Science Foundation
Authorization Feb. 24, 1970 91st Cong., 2nd Sess.

* The National Institute of Research and Advanced Studies, Report before
the House Committee on Science and Astronautics, Subcommittee on Science,
Research and Developent, April 15, 1970



be operaed by a consortium of universities and supported mostly

with Federal funds.

A proposal to create a system of National Environmental Laboratories

was also introduced. This legislation contemplated six regional

laboratories utilizing existing Federal facilities to the greatest

extent possible.. A central Board of Trustees would manage the multi-

disciplinary work of solving environmental problems (as distinct from

basic research ). The system would be financed through a $250

million trust fund established with Federal money, plus annual appro-

priations. As an example of the redeployment of Federal laboratories,

Argonne National Laboratory has established an Environmental Center*

and ORNIehas been directing nearly $10 million (approximately ten

percent of its total effort) to environmental problems. The HEW

appropriations for fiscal year 1971 included funds for Fort Detrick

to be converted to a health research facility (including environmental

projects) from its present function in biological warfare.***

An Institute for Environmental Policy Analysis was proposed as

an adjunct to the Council on Environmental Quality (the analogy is to

the "think tank" Institute of Defense Analysis which serves the Office

of Defense Research and Engineering in the Department of Defense).

As a quasi-private organization funded partially by government and

foundation grants, the IEPA could be established without legislation.

*Universities, National Laboratories, and Man's Environment,"
report CONF-69075, Clearing House for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information, Springfield, Va.

**Oak Ridge National Laboratory

***These funds were deleted in Conference
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The concept for this institute stems from a report "Institutions for

Effective Management of the Environment" issued by the National Academy

of Sciences based on a study at Stanford University in the summer of

1969.

Other Proposals.

Core concepts from selected proposals dealing with enviromental

research include the following:

- A specific study of the human health hazards of pollutants
and possible medical assistance. Another bill emphasized
research on emergency procedures.

- The establishment of a National Environmental Laboratory
(or National Laboratory for Environmental Sciences) to
provide integrated knowledge of ecological, social and
.technical problems associated with pollution and environ-
mental degradation.

Use of low-interest loans to small business to further the
development of new pollutiQn control technology.

- A study of the potential of tides as a source of electrical
energy.

- A requirement to report all weather modification activities
to the Federal goverment. Another bill would have established
a National Weather Modification Regulating Commission.

- Special grants to elementary and secondary schools for
education in population dynamics. Another bill would
have established a National Center for Population and
Family Planning.

A request to the National Academy of Sciences to study
motivational factors in family planning.

- An Office of Technology Assessment was proposed with major
emphasis on enviromental impacts. Another bill called for the
establishment of an Independent Technology Assessment and
Environmental Pata Colle'ction Commission.
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A variety of specific research projects were suggested,suchJas: authority for studies by the Council om Environ-ment l Quality on the reclamation and recycling of solidwast s; Federal support for the development of a lowemission engine; research on lakes and lake areas; effectsof pesticides; and, discharging of materials into the
oceans.
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